
Draw an 
Exploding 
Volcano!

Watch the video atWatch the video atWatch the video at   
www.parachutearts.comwww.parachutearts.comwww.parachutearts.com   

and on Parachute Studio'sand on Parachute Studio'sand on Parachute Studio's   
Youtube channelYoutube channelYoutube channel

Parachute
E C O A R T S

S T U D I O

PreK - 1st GradePreK - 1st GradePreK - 1st Grade
Instruction

Guide



Relationship: The state of being related or connected

Mutualism: A relationship between two organisms in which
both benefit

Pollinate: The process that allows plants to reproduce

Outline: The defining border of a subject

Rubbing: Rubbing a crayon over raised elements of a
surface to reproduce an accurate “print” of it

Symmetry: Both side of an object are exactly the same
around it’s center

vocab



1 .  Draw  the  mountain .  Draw  a  curved  l ine

in  the  center  of  your  page  with  jagged

diagonal  l ines  on  either  side  of  it .

  

2 .  Draw  the  island  and  lava .   Draw  a

squiggly  half  oval  shape  at  the  bottom  of

your  mountain .  Then  draw  squiggly  l ines

from  the  top  curved  l ine  to  show  a

"drippy"  movement  of  lava  down  the

volcano .

Regular  drawing  paper  or

watercolor  paper  

Black  marker

Markers ,  crayons ,  OR  watercolors  

Optional  brush ,  cup  of  water ,  and

rag  for  painting

DIRECTIONS :

WHAT  YOU 'LL  NEED :

DRAW  THE  VOLCANO



3 .  Draw  the  eruption .   Draw  a  curved  l ine

from  the  top  corner  of  the  volcano  to  the

top  corner  of  the  page .   Do  this  on  both

sides .

4 .  Draw  movement .   Demonstrate

movement  by  drawing  various  squiggly

and  curvy  l ines  that  separate  the  eruption

into  sections .   Draw  a  few  tear-shaped

splatters  on  either  side  of  the  volcano

opening .

DRAW  THE  EXPLOSION !

DRAW  MORE  MOVEMENT  LINES

5 .  Draw  the  water .   Demonstrate

movement  in  the  water  by  drawing  waves

on  both  sides  of  the  lower  part  of  the

volcano .   Add  some  ripples  near  the  curvy

half-oval .

6 .  Draw  flying  sparks .  Add  zig-zags ,  curvy

and  curly  l ines  near  the  tear-shaped

splatters  to  demonstrate  the  movement  of

sparks  f lying  from  the  volcano  entrance .



7 .  Color  the  volcano  and  eruption .   Color  

 or  paint  the  volcano  eruption  with  warm

colors  l ike  red ,  yellow ,  and  orange ,  adding

color  in  sections  to  highlight  the  upward

movement .   Color  in  your  volcano ,  lava  and

sea .

8 .  Color  the  sky  grey .   I f  you  are  using  watercolors ,  be

very  careful  to  mix  your  white  and  black  on  the  side

of  your  color  pallette  so  that  you  do  not  ruin  your

white  watercolor  pad .

Make  sure  to  send  photos  to  your  teachers ,  tag

@parachutearts  on  Instagram  or  email

heyparachute@gmail .com  

with  your  finished  masterpiece !

COLOR  IT  IN !


